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"Deliciously darkDeliciously dark, Queen of Gods reminds me why I fell in love with paranormal books. The characters are both sweet

and wicked, the magic jumps off the pagethe magic jumps off the page, and the twisted storyline keeps you on the edge of your seat!" Laura

Thalassa, author of Rhapsodic

"Hang on to the edge of your seat. Queen of Gods is a fast-paced story of vampires and druidsfast-paced story of vampires and druids. This dark, decadent,

delish take will keep you up at night, and you won't regret one minute." Eliana S. Peters, author of Savory Seduction

Dark. Brutal. Sexy.Dark. Brutal. Sexy.

The VAMPIRE CROWN series sets emotions on fire, as vampires and druids hunger for one thing—power. Sex,The VAMPIRE CROWN series sets emotions on fire, as vampires and druids hunger for one thing—power. Sex,

secrets, and bloodshed twist two intoxicating love stories into one wicked tale. secrets, and bloodshed twist two intoxicating love stories into one wicked tale. 

Magic is life. Magic is life. 

Bound to S'Kir, the Unseen Gods wait to reunite with their brethren. Only an ancient prophecy keeps their hope

alive. 

Blood is life. Blood is life. 

Locked away from S'Kir on earth, the Vampire Overlords and an Original Druid hold their crowns with brute power.

The Law is all that keeps their savage nature hidden.

Until one defiant vampire is awakenedUntil one defiant vampire is awakened early from her Rest and summoned to the vampire stronghold. In her wake,
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all hell breaks loose...

Magic always wins.Magic always wins.

But never without blood.But never without blood.

*CONTENT WARNING: This book contains graphic language and sexual situations. It is intended for audiences 18+

ONLY*

*Slow-burn Reverse Harem (for one woman) with guaranteed sexy times in each book*
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